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ALL GOALS MUST BE SMART: NO EXCEPTIONS!

P1: Phrase the goal in the present tense. 
The mind will begin  (NLP) to think the goal was attained and the 
body will do the actions that coincide with that truth. 

Note: Neuro Linguistic Programming ((NLP) the 
language of the brain)

 Phrased in the PRESENT, POSITIVE, and SPECIFIC.

Did your SMART GOAL pass the affirmation PPS test?



P2: Phrase the goal in the Positive.
It is easier for the body to move toward a positive phrase. 
Ex: Use I have learned ... instead of I will learn ...

S3: Phrase the goal with specifics ( this step is a 
combination of S & M in SMART)
Be as specific as possible to track progress of the goal as it is attained. 
Ex: Use I want a team of 24 that can produce $500,000 in sales instead 
of I want to have the number one team.

EXAMPLE 
SMART Goal: 

I want to have over 50 active customers generating 
over 100K in revenue by December 31, 2017

P1 Present: remove the date. 

P2  Positive: Change "I want" to "I have".

S3 Specific 65 active customers generating $125,000.

SMART GOAL in the  PPS is the foundation for your 
affirmation: 
I have 65 active customers generating  $125,000.



GLOBAL PRODUCING SYSTEM

MAP
MY ACTION PLAN 

6Llist

PA

IPA

VISION BOARD - SINGLENESS OF VISION



Can you get excited , as you start your work day, to know 
exactly what you are working on first?

You must mastered the habit of the 6LIST.It is the 
repetitive action that forms all habits. By the end of four 
weeks of diligently preparing and working the 6LIST, 
you will master it! 

As cliché as it may sound, the 6LIST is priceless.   
The value of completing the important tasks will give you a 
sense of accomplishment and free up your inner creativity! 

You start with the first task  (the most important one). 
Focus on the one task and complete it. Then, you start the 
next task until you complete all 6 tasks. 

What do you do when an interruption occurs? 
You must ask yourself a few questions. 
How does the interruption compare to my 6LIST?
1. Is it more important than the items on my 6LIST?
2. Is it less important than the items on my 6LIST?

1: You answered yes to question 1. You will immediately act on 
the interruption. 

2: You answered yes to question 2. You will delay it (write it 
on a separate recording device as it may be added to your 
6LIST tomorrow or later in the week), or dismiss it.



Task: Task Details:
1

2

3

4

5

6

Achieving success is a daily process - Mary Kay Ash

6LIST

6 most important tasks to complete today 

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

DATE: DAY:



6LIST KEY: Divide the 6 items into 3 sectors. 

The AM sector is for tasks that must be completed before noon.

The NOON sector is for tasks that must be completed by 3pm.  

The PM sector is for all tasks that must be completed before the end of 
your work day.

What do you do if you do not complete all tasks on the 6LIST?

1. Record the task that was not completed.

2. The task should be added to the next day 6LIST.

3. If two weeks have past and you find that your 6LIST
have grown to 8 or more, contact the NEXT LEVEL

SPECIALIST immediately.

Always remember to ask yourself the following question.

IS WHAT I'M DOING RIGHT NOW TAKING ME TO 
WHERE I WANT TO GO? 

If the answer is no, it doesn't belong on your 6LIST and 
you should not engaged with it.   



Income Producing Activities &  Producing Activities
Weekly Tracking Sheet

What's Your
Weekly Goal:

1. In the spaces below, type the letter of each activity as you complete it.

2. Check your MAP to insure these IPA or PA are in compliance.

3. Can you identified your SMART goals in the IPA or PA?

1. 6. 11.

2. 7. 12.

3. 8. 13.

4. 9. 14.

5. 10. 15.

Did your activities support your goal this week?

A

F

 J

B

 I

D

C

E

L G

M

 K

 N

H
 O

EXAMPLE - Key of activities acommplish during the week 

Week ___of 52Date

Sample
of IPA - 
PA
Activity
Keys

A. 20 new customers call
B. $20,000 in new business
C. Send new promo to all customers
D - Z if necessary

You choice the 
designation for your 
activities  keys.   

Completed 5 Activities Completed 10 Activities Completed 15 Activities

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD 



Thank you for being a reader of the GETUP 
Series. Let's stay connected like the The 
Next Level Specialist and GETUP Series 
Facebook page and join me on Linkedin.  

Let's Stay Connected

 Robin Cody Smith ©2016 |ROBINCODYSMITH.COM

https://www.facebook.com/The-Next-Level-Specialist-593797950797164/
https://www.facebook.com/THEGETUPSERIES/?view_public_for=969300606495325
WWW.ROBINCODYSMITH.COM
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BONUS: 8 Social Media Tips To Stay Virtually Visible 







I work with business minded leaders that can understand 
the value of Gaining Energy To Ultimately Produce. 


I offer small group coaching and one-on-one coaching to: 


1. The entrepreneur, business owner and CEO that has
reached a measure of routine success and is ready 
for the next level of growth.


2. The new business owner and entrepreneur that has a
passion for success and is ready to grow. 


I look forward to hear from you. A new growth await with 
you.


My name is  Robin Cody Smith aka the GETUP Specialist.


Thank you for downloading my "7 Ingredients For 
Business  Success & BONUS: 8 Social Media Tips To 
Stay Virtually Visible" guide. 


Let me introduce myself







7 Ingredients  To Business Success
1.Attitude : A winning attitude will always take  you to the top of
any industry. 
Story point: I was the only subject matter expect selected in the 
government to serve at headquarters in Washington DC. The 
section cheif shared when considering who to selected my name 
kept coming up.  Your attitude really determines altitude in any 
industry.


2. Physical: Regular physical exam ensures wellness and good
health which equal better movement and performance.
Questions of consideration: When was your last physical 
examination?  Could you be on the boarder line of an aliment 
that could be tampering with your performance? Rule out all 
possiblities, schedule a physical today. 


3. Quite Time: You want to start each day with quiet time. This
is a set aside time that consist of prayer and or mediation. Daily 
quite time will provide a refreshing prospective to your day. 
KEY: The most effective quite time is done the same time each 
day.


4. Perfection: You do not have to be perfect to start a project or
a business. 
Truth: There is no perfect person.
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7 Ingredients  To Business Success


5.Authentic: You are already the best you. Be true to who
you are. Customers and peers want the authentic you.
Why be a copy?  You do not want to be a poor copy of an 
original. You are an undisputed original. 


6. Customer Service : Excellent customer service is a a key to
longevity in business and a source of  valuable referrals.  
Quote: "If you work just for money, you'll never make it, but 
if you love what you're doing and you always put the 
customer first, success will be yours." Ray Kroc founder 
MacDonald restaurant. 


7. TNT- Today Not Tomorrow - procrastination is
unacceptable. 
Prison: Procastination is self imprisioment. You have the 
key to release yourself. The Nike key "Just Do It".


This list isn’t meant to be exhaustive. These are   
some of the ingredient in the successful leaders 
that I’ve coached.
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BONUS: 8 Social Media Tips To Stay Virtually Visible


In your Facebook group 
you can have a theme for 
the day, a questions etc. to 
engage customers. 
Link your Facebook  
Business Page and business 
website to your Facebook 
Group.


Facebook Groups


Facebook Advertising.  The Millennials 


Facebook Advertising is 
an easy and effective 


way to  create targeted 
ads to reach different 
audiences and meet 
your business goals.


The following social media platforms 
are for ALL business leaders of ALL 


ages. 
You may choice a comprehensive 
social media strategy -(Facebook, 


Instagram, Twitter, Blogging, 
Blab.im,YouTube, SnapChat, 


Periscope, Podcast, Live Streaming, 
Pinterest, LinkedIn, Tumblr, etc.).


Facebook Business Page
A Facebook Business 


Page give your business 
a voice and presence on 


Facebook.  It is 
desgined to help 


connect with customers 
and to reach your goals. 
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 BONUS: 8 Social Media Tips To Stay Virtually Visible


The website you have for 
your business should 


include a link to all your 
social media platforms.


Website


Allow customers to 
subcribe to your email  
list on your business 


website.


Email  


Radio  Television 


Traditional radio is a 
great way to keep your 


business before an 
audiene.


Search for local radio 
station opportunites in 


your local area.


Television provides an 
additional credibiltiy to 


any business. 
Look for opportunities to 
be seen on television in 


your local area.
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Thank you for completing my guide. Let' s
stay connected on your favorite social


platforms. Click Below & Connect.


Let's Stay Connected
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/robin-cody-smith-249233109

http://instagram.com/rcodysmith/

https://www.facebook.com/THEGETUPSPECIALIST

https://twitter.com/robincodysmith

https://www.periscope.tv/robincodysmith

http://www.thegetupspecialist.com/









